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Abstract 

Historically, information security in the form of secrecy, integrity, and 

authentication is applicable for any personal computer systems and information 

dissemination networks. Mobile computing represent a new computing class 

consisting of large numbers of mobiles and base stations deployed at different 

geographical regions. Due to advancement in mobile technology users are able 

to share their location with each other. This leads to new security problems. 

Hence it is necessary to develop protocols to provide privacy. 

We provide a novel personalized location privacy model for mobile network in 

which location information of the target is preserved and made available to 

other user belonging to different groups depending upon the privacy level 

defined by the target by making use of trusted middle party between user and 

location server called as location control centre. User can query anything to 

Location Based Server (LBS) like nearest Point of Interest (POI) or location 

information of a friend, LBS provides response to user by taking information 

from location control centre. User can define privacy levels for different 

spaces, groups and store it at Location Control Centre (LCC). Location 

information of a target user depends on in which space he is currently present 

or whether for a particular time slot target’s location is blocked.   Depending 

on this location control centre provides location information to LBS and LBS 

respond back to user. All the data transfer is performed in encrypted form and 

decryption is done on client side. For this key management is done by location 

control centre. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Location can be defined as the knowledge of position of an individual or an object. 

Variations of location based services offer subscribers the convenience of finding the 

nearest POI like nearby restaurants using their mobile phone or location and tracking 

friends from social network. In each instance, the user has to share his exact location 

with LBS as shown in figure 1, which may be misused by adversary. Adversary may 

use it to track your daily habits or places where you visit frequently, etc. and your 

privacy may be breached. Therefore, many authors have designed and prototyped 

solutions, for protecting location privacy [1, 2, 3, 4, and 5]. However, many location 

protection techniques provide all users privacy at same level. Considering real life, 

different user may require privacy at different level. People may visit different areas 

and want to have privacy according to sensitivity of each area. People wish to 

personalize location information.        

 

Figure 1: Traditional Privacy Model 

Considering this situation, we propose a solution that allows users to personalize 

location information they share with others. This personalization can be done with 

different groups, for different areas and for different time periods. Here we make use 

of trusted third party that will personalize location information for target user. The 

contributions made in this paper are listed as follows: 

A. We have envisaged architecture and protocols, which can provide personalized 

location privacy with multi-level privacy service to different users.  
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B. We also provide a prototype to demonstrate working of our system. 

The remaining sections of the paper are organized as follows. Next section describes 

related work. Section III presents architecture of suggested work of privacy and the 

details of the system. Section IV presents proposed work and section V elaborates 

details of privacy method. Finally, results are discussed in section VI and work is 

concluded in Section VII. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

Till date, authors have worked on third party, centralized models of location privacy. 

In following section, we are describing some of the methods used to provide location 

privacy. Authors have also done work that protects the privacy of the users querying 

location based applications. 

Reza Shokri, et al. describes a scheme that unfolds the inconsistency between 

perturbation mechanism and k-anonymity parameter and shows that k-anonymity does 

not guarantee location privacy [1]. Song Wang et al. describes a method that attempts 

to make Space Twist provide k-anonymity in addition to location privacy [2].  Ge 

Zhong and other describes a Scheme with several organizations that collaborate to let 

the user understand whether k-anonymity is satisfied in their area [3]. Ghita Mezzour 

et al. focused on main security concerns in social networking by the establishment of 

links and correlating information [4]. This paper protects the privacy based on 

relationship in information, and can function offline while paths are discovered.  This 

is possible by using distributed social network that functions similar to the social 

networking sites in a decentralized manner. Anna Monreale et al. [5], have suggested 

a method for realizing correct anonymity for mobile user, in a database of published 

traces. It is done by describing a conversion of the original GPS traces based on spatial 

generality and k-anonymity. The suggested method helps data protection security, 

enumerated as a theoretical higher bound to the probability of re-identification. N.J 

Croft et al. advised on a method of prevention of privacy threat through contract which 

is also found in some commercial applications. This way individuals can reduce 

privacy threats.   It is an advantage for the service provider [6]. With these possible 

strategies, it is shown that privacy balance can be established. This balance is presented 

in a form of prohibitive agreement. This proves well and efficient for both the parties, 

because it functions within the constraints of agreements Importance is given to the 

economic and contract parameters of the parties’ relationship, instead of specific 

technical detail of location privacy. Qiuyan Zou [7], proposed a technique to provide 

privacy of location, in personalised way for wireless networks users, where he 

described spatial and time dependent personalization. Authors have discussed about 

preferences and personalized parameters of privacy where scalability and flexibility is 

the challenge [8, 9].  Zhu has studied adaptive approach of privacy in location tracking 
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systems where he cited performance challenges [10]. Moreover in [12, 13], authors 

have systematically modelled importance and challenges of personalized privacy. 

Aqueel Rehman and others [13], have shown challenges in privacy in Internet of 

Things where mobile users carry such a device. Author stressed for business models 

in IOT systems. Hans [14], has talked about personalization in disaster situation which 

need to be integrated for personal alerts. Yao and others [15], have discussed 

personalization of privacy based of relationship strength. TF-IDF is used to find 

strength and studied QOS parameter of privacy. 

In section 3, method for personalized location privacy in mobile network is described. 

 

3.  PRIVACY ARCHITECHURE 

The architecture is as shown in figure 2. Location based server can be used by different 

users for different purposes, to get nearest point of interest or find location of a friend. 

The most important part of above architecture diagram is location control centre (LCC) 

which provides user privacy at different levels. LCC performs different functions like 

group management, key management, privacy levels are stored at LCC, etc. all these 

functions will be described in details in next section. Personalization and access control 

area contains different groups, spaces, time slots for which personalization is to be 

done. Basically aim is to provide group personalization. 

 

Figure 2: Privacy Architecture Model 
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Next important concept in this architecture is that the location control centre is 

government body this makes this architecture more secured. The location information 

can be accessed by cyber cell officers for reference in any case for which read location 

section is build. Here cyber cell may be situated at every district and above them will 

be cyber cell at state level so this is a hierarchy. Whenever a cyber-cell officer accesses 

location information of particular person its log is created and this log is accessible 

higher authority using log access. 

Since, location and other personal information flows from and through multiple nodes 

in communication network, it exhibits different threats. This application allows mobile 

phone users to share their current location with different group of people. In this system 

user can provide personalization through a web service called as location control 

centre. Users can define different groups with which they want to share their location 

information. Users can also define some spaces for which personalization can be 

provided according to their wish. And also some time slots can be defined by user 

during which his different functionalities can be blocked according to his wish. 

Problem Definition: To design, implement and analyse personalized privacy 

implementation in location based services whereby following scenarios are to be 

implemented to achieve goal. 

1.Group privacy 

2.Personalized privacy 

3.Privacy Management 

Features of this research are,  

1.Provide group privacy-Allows user to securely share location among different group. 

2.Provide space privacy-Allows user to personalize location information in a particular 

area as user wish. 

3.Provide time privacy-Allows user to personalize location information for particular 

time period. 

4.Provide privacy management system-Cyber cell officers can access location 

information for particular case 

5.Secure data with cryptography-Location information is transferred and stored in 

encrypted form only. 

Objective: To construct a novel method to personalize location privacy at different 

levels in mobile network. 

Constraints  

1.The important thing users must have on their device is availability of internet service 

on his or her device and GPS facility must be there.  

2.This application can be used only on android phones and will be compatible with 

only fewer versions of android. 
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3.It is necessary to subscribe service to use it. 

4.Location sharing can be done only among members of different group 

5.This app will require minimum 3 MB memory to store in mobile. 

6.Cost of project is limited. 

7.Only some areas are included in application specified by user. 

Scope: This work concentrates on providing novel personalized location privacy model 

in order to provide secured location sharing in different groups with different privacy 

levels. Research work is divided into different scenarios to achieve goals: Group 

Privacy, Personalized Privacy and privacy Management.  

 

4. PROPOSED WORK 

In this section, we describe the basic concept of Personalization. Personalization 

allows user to use a particular application according to his choice. Similarly 

personalized location privacy application allows user to share location information 

with those people that user wish to share with and to extent as user specifies. Key 

players of this system are: USERs, Location Based Server, and Location Control 

Centre 

Any user who wants to access this information has to create an account at LBS. Once 

user becomes member of particular group his location information is updated at LBS 

at a particular frequency. In order to keep location information safe from adversary 

location information is transferred and stored at LBS in encrypted form. For this, public 

key cryptography is used as public key algorithms rely on one key for encryption and 

a different but related key for decryption. For this key management among different 

groups; LCC is used and decryption is done on client side. When a user will query 

location information stored in LBS to LCC, it will fetch encrypted data from LBS 

decrypt it and again encrypt it and return response to user. Here LCC which is a trusted 

server comes into picture; LCC is a place where user can store privacy levels for 

different spaces, and even for different time slots. Whenever a user queries location 

information of a target to LCC, it will take information from LBS and give response. 

LCC first checks if user is present in an area that is defined by target in spaces in 

personalization and access control section. For every space a user can define a 

particular privacy level. Whenever user enters into particular predefined area its 

location information is anonymised according to that privacy level and the same 

information is given to requester by LCC. If  not LCC will determine if user has 

specified some privacy levels to particular time slot of day, say for time 2 pm to 3 pm 

block location information or give information in anonymised form. In that case for 

that time period specified information may be given as response. User defined groups 

information are stored at LBS. Users belonging to particular can only share location 

among group members. 
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LCC contain different data like keys of different groups, privacy levels for space, etc. 

As LCC is a government body the location information it contains can be used by cyber 

cell officer for reference in any case. Whenever a cyber-cell officer uses such 

information his machine will create a log that will be accessed by higher authorities; 

so that there will be check on use of location information. 

In addition, different sections in architecture diagram are described. A user can query 

any nearest point of interest to LBS. All the data transfer is carried out in encrypted 

form. For this key management among different groups; LCC is used and decryption 

is done on client side. When a user will query location of a target to LBS it will return 

response to user. Here LCC comes into picture; LCC is a place where user can store 

privacy levels for different groups, spaces, and even for different time slots. Whenever 

a user queries location information of a target to LBS, it will take information from 

LCC and give response. LCC first checks if user is present in an area that is defined 

by target in spaces in personalization and access control section. For every space a user 

can define a particular privacy level. Whenever user enters into particular predefined 

area its location information is anonymised according to that privacy level and the 

same information is given to requester by LBS. If  not LCC will determine if user has 

specified some privacy levels to particular time slot of day, say for time 2 pm to 3 pm 

block location information or give information in anonymised form. In that case for 

that time period specified information may be given as response. User defined groups 

information are also stored at LCC. The privacy levels may vary as user changes 

geographical areas. So as target wants his/her location information can be 

personalized. 

LCC contain different data like user profiles, all information about different users, keys 

of different groups, etc. As LCC is a government body the location information it 

contains can be used by cyber cell officer for reference in any case. Whenever a cyber-

cell officer uses such information his machine will create a log that will be accessed 

by higher authorities; so that there will be check on use of location information. 

 

5. PRIVACY PROTOCOL & IMPLEMENTATION 

Privacy Process Interaction:  

Architecture diagram shown in figure 2, can be divided into 3 modules in order to 

explain working of this system. Group Privacy. As shown in above figure first module 

of this system is group privacy. In order to access service user has to create his account 

in group privacy app at LBS and then generate group to add friend in it .Once group is 

created at LBS keys are generated for group at LCC using RSA algorithm of size 1024 

bits. Also at client side keys are generated for client using   RSA algorithm. Each client 

will have its keys and public key of group of which it is member. Similarly public key 
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of users are available publicly. When user becomes member of any group his location 

is updated at LCC at frequency of 5 minutes using double encryption.  

First it is encrypted using user’s private key and then using group’s public key. 

Whenever request arrives at LCC it get this encrypted data from LBS and decrypt it 

using user’s public key and group private key. Then LCC encrypts this plain text using 

user’s public key and send it to user who had requested. Location can be shared only 

within members of a particular group. 

𝑆1 =  𝐸𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 𝑃𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝐾𝑒𝑦( 𝐸𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟1 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝐾𝑒𝑦(𝐿𝑜𝑐 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜. ) 

𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟1 (𝑆1) →  𝐿𝐵𝑆 → 𝑆1 → 𝐿𝐶𝐶 

𝐿𝐶𝐶 →  𝐷𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟1 𝑃𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝐾𝑒𝑦( 𝐷𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝐾𝑒𝑦 (𝑆1) → 𝑃1 

𝐿𝐶𝐶 → 𝐸𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟2 𝑃𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝐾𝑒𝑦 (𝑃1) → 𝑆2 → 𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟2 

𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟2 →  𝐷𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟2 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝐾𝑒𝑦 (𝑆2)  

Personalized Privacy 

Next module of this system is personalized privacy that allows user to share location 

information in a way as user wishes. User using group privacy app can use personalized 

privacy app. User belonging to a particular group can specify particular space and 

specify privacy level for it whenever user doesn’t want to reveal his exact location to 

others. Similarly user can specify time slot for personalization whenever he does not 

want to share his location with others. All information about space and time will be 

stored at LCC which is a trusted server. Information about privacy level will also be 

stored at LCC. Whenever user selects a particular privacy level for particular space his 

location information is provided by LCC by processing location information of that 

user using that privacy level whenever user is in that particular space. But when user 

defines a particular time slot and request arrives for that user’s location information 

from any group member in that time slot no location information is provided to user. 

 

Privacy Management 

Third module of this system is privacy management. This part of project help to share 

location information to cyber cell but only under particular case and provides way to 

keep check on cyber cell officers. Whenever a cyber-cell officer wants to access 

location information for a case he can get it from LCC as LCC is assumed to be a 

government body. Whenever officer access this information a log message providing 

information about who has accessed information and whose information is being 

accessed is generated and sent to commissioner in order to keep check on access of 

location information as it is a sensitive information. 
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Database Design for Privacy 

We have used MySQL database and following schemas are created. 

1. LBS, 2.   LCC 

ER-diagram for LBS and LCC is as shown in figures 3 and 4, which shows different 

tables created in LBS schema.      

 

Figure 3. ER diagram for LBS 

 

 

Figure 4. ER diagram for LCC 
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In this section, an algorithm is specified that helps to calculate privacy levels to get 

location information. 

First of all we will see how location value is calculated at LCC. Whenever a request 

arrives LCC first determines user has defined privacy level for particular space if yes 

privacy level is fetched from privacy algorithm and location is given according to that 

privacy level. This is shown in equation 1 

Location = x + v.d …………. (1) 

Where  

x=current location 

v=privacy level 

d=constant value 

For this four privacy levels will be considered as shown in below table. So only when 

value of v is 0 exact location will be shown to the target and in other cases anonymised 

location will be shown.  

Algorithm privacy is used to get the privacy level required to personalize location 

information. 

Algorithm privacy (id, v) 

{ 

/ * Ps = Predefined space 

     cs = current space 

     v = Privacy Level 

     ct = current Time 

     pT = Predefined timeslot */ 

  

 If (cs (id) = Ps (id))    

     v1 = Ps (id)  

 If (ct (id) =Ts (id))   

                                v2 =pT (id) 

 v3 = default (id) 

                 

   Return Max (v1, v2, v3) 

} 
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As shown in above algorithm every target has a specified id used to identify the target 

and v is value of privacy level. First LCC checks if user is in predefined space if yes 

then v has the value of privacy level given to that space else it checks if user has defined 

a particular time slot if yes it blocks location information if required Using this value 

of v LCC calculates location information and anonymised information. Table 1 shows 

values of privacy levels and location information. 

Table 1 Allowed values of privacy level 

Privacy Level - v Location 

Information 

1 1*d 

2 2*d 

3 3*d 

4 4*d 

5 5*d 

d = diameter around target’s location 

 

6. RESULTS and DISCUSSIONS  

A) Share Location (Non Encrypted Form) 

The graph in figure 5, is for analysis of view location method while location 

information is stored in non-encrypted form in terms of Time and number of requests 

(samples) that hit LBS server. The results have been taken with variation of number of 

requests from 50 to 600. 

 

Figure 5: Shared Location without Encryption 
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This graph shows response time of server when location information is stored in non-

encrypted form and hence information is given as it is stored in LBS data base and 

analysis shows that response time increases as no of request hitting server increases. 

Similarly deviation from average goes on little margin. 

 

B) Share Location (Encrypted form) 

The graph, in figure 6, is for analysis of view location   method while location 

information is stored in encrypted form in terms of Time and number of requests 

(samples) that hit LCC server. The results have been taken with variation of number 

of requests from 50 to 750. 

 

Figure 6: Shared Location with Encryption 

 

This graph depict response time of server when location information is stored in 

encrypted form and hence information is given by decrypting location information 

stored in LBS data base by LCC and analysis shows that response time increases as no 

of request hitting server increases. Similarly deviation from average goes on 

increasing. 

As compared to above graph, here response time is more, as response time is calculated 

before request is processed till response is given. So here processing time increases. 
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Figure 7: Throughput without privacy 

 

C) Throughput (Non Encrypted Form) 

The graph in figure 7, is for analysis of view location method while location 

information is stored in non-encrypted form in LBS in terms of Time and number of 

requests (samples) that hit LBS server. The results have been taken with variation of 

number of requests from 50 to 500. 

The graph shows throughput of server when location information is stored in non-

encrypted form and hence information is given as it is stored in LBS data base and 

analysis shows that throughput fairly decreases as no of request hitting server 

increases. 

D) Throughput (Encrypted Form) 

The graph in figure 8, is for analysis of view location method while location 

information is stored in encrypted form in LBS from LCC in terms of Time and number 

of requests (samples) that hit LBS server. The results have been taken with variation 

of number of requests from 50 to 750. 

The graph in figure 8 depicts throughput of server when location information is stored 

in an encrypted form in LBS and response given by LCC and hence information is 

given by processing data stored in LBS data base and analysis shows that throughput 

decreases as no of request hitting server increases. As shown in figure 9, parameters 

can be personalised as per the user’s requirements such as choice based revelation, 

space based, time based etc. Many more parameters can be added as a part of 

personalization. This sample screens shown feasibility of privacy implementation. 
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Figure 8: Throughput with privacy 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Implementation screens 

 

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Personalized privacy mechanism caters many parameters such as space, date, and time, 

quality of privacy, employer parameters, human rights parameters, legal parameters, 

and contracts agreements, organization policy parameters, levels etc. Different levels 

of personalized privacy are defined as per the requirements of applications. This way, 

idea is to cover different utilities and user constraints. The flexibility of selecting the 

required privacy level, responsibility and the measures   used in the quality of service 
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adjustments provides a personalized service for the end user. Personalization improves 

privacy. To improve privacy, performance and cost is overhead.     

We further plan to consider exhaustive list of personal parameters and study 

deployment issues. As the commercial requirements will have upper hand as compared 

to social and human rights requirements, balancing the parameters is challenging. 

Evaluations in practical environment will give deep understanding of satisfaction. 

These evaluations will be helpful for quality data and acceptable response time.  
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